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Read this passage, then complete each question starter with an 
original question about the text:

From November 20-‐22, 2015, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign 
Languages (ACTFL) Annual Convention and World Languages Expo will bring 
together more than 6,000 language educators from all languages, levels, and 
assignments. Attendees will have the option to choose from more than 700 

educational sessions in a variety of formats covering a wide spectrum of the language 
profession. They can visit with more than 250 exhibiting companies showcasing the 

latest products and services for language educators and students. Thought-‐
provoking speakers will inspire them, innovative formats will keep them engaged, and 

smart practices will allow them to transform their classrooms.

1. Who…? 

2. What…? 

3. ...where…? 

4. When...?

5. How…?

6. Why….? 

7. What else...?

8. What do you think...?

9. Do you...?

10. Have you...?

FOUR QUESTION TYPES:
1. _______________________ -‐ Text only; answer found in one specific location.

2._______________________ -‐ Text only; combine info from multiple locations.

3._______________________ -‐ Combines textual information with opinions & knowledge

4._______________________ -‐ Not in the text; personalizes information from the text
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Every afternoon, Natalie studies for her math and science classes for two hours. 
She also reads for one hour for English class and practices piano for a half hour 
for her music class. She likes to run and play Words with Friends, but she doesn’t 

always have time after her schoolwork is done.

Right There #1:   ______________________________________________________________

Right There #2:   ______________________________________________________________

Think & Search #1:  ______________________________________________________________

Think & Search #2:  _____________________________________________________________

Author & Me #1:   ______________________________________________________________

Author & Me #2:   ______________________________________________________________

On My Own #1:   ______________________________________________________________

On My Own #2:   ______________________________________________________________

QAR IN THE CLASSROOM
Communicative QAR: http://martinabex.com/2012/02/01/communicative-‐qar/

 Whole class activity ● Write Q’s after reading ● Kagan strategies

Grab and Go: http://martinabex.com/2013/04/17/grab-‐and-‐go/ 

 Small group activity ● Write Qs while reading ● Answer Qs while reading

Jeopardy Q&A: http://martinabex.com/2014/03/01/jeopardy-‐qa/ 

 Whole class activity ● Teacher writes answers  ● Students write questions

Story Fan N Pick: http://martinabex.com/2013/04/06/fan-‐n-‐pick-‐forms/ 

 Small group activity ● Teacher writes questions  ● Students discuss then class
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The answer to a “Right 
there!” question is found 
in one place in the text; 

you could point to it and 
say “It’s right there!” 

My “Right there!” question: # correct:The answer to a “Right 
there!” question is found 
in one place in the text; 

you could point to it and 
say “It’s right there!” 

The correct answer: # incorrect:

To answer a “Think and 
Search” question, you 
must use information 
from several different 

places in the text. 

My “Think and Search” question: # correct:To answer a “Think and 
Search” question, you 
must use information 
from several different 

places in the text. 
The correct answer: # incorrect:

To answer an “Author and 
me” question, you must 

combine information from 
the text with your own 

opinions or knowledge.

My “Author and Me” question:
# responses:

To answer an “Author and 
me” question, you must 

combine information from 
the text with your own 

opinions or knowledge.
A possible answer:

# responses:

“On My Own” questions 
relate to ideas in the text, 
but they can be answered 
based only on your own 
opinions or experience.

My “On My Own” question:
# responses:

“On My Own” questions 
relate to ideas in the text, 
but they can be answered 
based only on your own 
opinions or experience.

A possible answer:

# responses:

NA
ME
 _
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
__
_ 

DA
TE
 _
__
__
__
__
_
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GRAB& GO:
“Right There” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“Think & Search” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“Author & Me” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“On My Own” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“Right There” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“Think & Search” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“Author & Me” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:
“On My Own” Question:      
          Written by:
Answer:       
          Written by:

1- Write a question in the top box, then put it into the middle of your reading circle. 
2 - Draw a different paper from the pile. Read the unanswered question & answer it. 
3- Write down a new question before putting the paper back into the pile.  Repeat!!
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QUESTION #1

What was the name 
of the dictator when 

Felipe lived in the 
Dominican Republic?

QUESTION #3

What is one way 
in which you are 
similar to Felipe?

QUESTION #2

What are four 
adjectives that 

described Felipe 
as a child?

QUESTION #6

What are two things 
that Felipe’s father 

wanted from/for his 
children?

QUESTION #5

Why was Felipe not 
racist?

QUESTION #4

What was Felipe’s 
last name?

QUESTION #9

In your opinion, 
was Trujillo a good 

official? Why?

QUESTION #8

What are two cities 
that Felipe went to 
regularly as a child, 

and why?

QUESTION #7

Identify one 
difference between

 you and Felipe

QUESTION #12
Do one or both of 
your parents have 
the same jobs as 
Felipe’s parents? 

Explain.

QUESTION #11

What do your 
parents expect 

from you?

QUESTION #10

Is there much poverty 
in your country? 

Explain your answer.
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Person A ________________ Person B ________________ Person C _______________

PERSON A - Person C writes Person A’s answers in this box. Person B asks the questions.

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

• For each question, a different group member will be the questioner, the 
responder, and the recorder. .

• Beginning with group member A, take turns answering the questions (rotate  
A-B-C; the same person should never answer two questions in a row)

• Each group member should end up answering four questions. Their answers 
should be recorded in the box labeled with their letter. The person that is 
asking the questions to them and the person that is recording their answers is 
listed in the box. 

• Write the question number that was asked (written on the question card) in front of each response.

PERSON B -  Person A writes Person B’s answers in this box. Person C asks the questions.

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

PERSON C-  Person B writes Person C’s answers in this box. Person A asks the questions.

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

✴ FAN N’ PICK ✴ GROUP DISCUSSION ✴
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PERSON A - Person B asks the question and writes Person A’s answers in this box. 

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

• For each question, one partner will answer the question and the other will ask 
it and record the answerer’s response. 

• Beginning with group member A, take turns answering the questions; the same 
person should never answer two questions in a row.

• Each group member should end up answering six questions. Their answers 
should be recorded in the box labeled with their letter. Remember, if it is not 
your turn to answer the question, you should ask it to your partner and record 
his/her response.

• Write the question number that was asked (written on the question card) in front of each response.

PERSON B -  Person A asks the question and writes Person B’s answers in this box. 

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

Question #___:

✴ FAN N’ PICK ✴ GROUP DISCUSSION ✴
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